Introduction to the United Micronations
Multi-Oceanic Archipelago (UMMOA)
and related things
by HMRD Cesidio Tallini

Country Facts
Territory:

30 islands, atolls, archipelagos
or points scattered across the
Pacific Ocean, Caribbean Sea,
Atlantic Ocean, Mediterranean
Sea, Red Sea, and Indian
Ocean; one Antarctic
continental territory; one
diaxenospitia

Capital:

Cyberterra (geo point)

Largest City:

Fifth World Community

Official
Language(s):

English and Italian superofficial; French and Russian official; Portuguese
officially used daily; any other language with good translators can be granted
official status, since one of the national missions of the UMMOA is “to
preserve as much linguistic diversity as is practical, culturally desirable, and
economically feasible”.

Demonym/
Ethnonym:

Ummoagian (Um·moa·gi·an)

Leadership:

Hon Most Rev Dr Cesidio Tallini, Governor

Date of
foundation:

19 January 2008

Date of territorial 6 May 2008
establishment:
Date of statal
establishment:

14/09/11

Area claimed:

circa 7,695 km² (2,971 mi²) for insular area, 432,000 km² (166,796 mi²) for
continental area

Territorial disputes US, Canada, Belize, Portugal, Haiti, Colombia, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Marshall
with:
Islands, France, Madagascar, Comoros, Mauritius, Seychelles, India,
Bangladesh, and Kiribati
Declared disputes US (US Department of the Interior)
with:
Nationals
(nominal and
factual):

68 (as of 5 November 2013)
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Indigenous
nationals:

3 (4.41%)

Recognised Tribes: Ryamecah (RY) (Native North American), Hernici (8ED) (Aboriginal European)
Diaxenospitians
(cosmopolitan):

37 (54.41%)

GDP:

The UMMOA government does not treat the private wealth of its individual
nationals as collective or national wealth, as it finds nothing legitimate with
this imperialistic and parasitical practice. UMMOA nationals or Ummoagians
have a nationalised wealth worth a current market value of 200 US dollars
(134.54 Euro) — figures as of 16 September 2014

Currency:

Cyberterra Dollar (CTD) [≈ 0.602 USD]

Time Zone(s):

Cyberterra Mean (or Meridian) Time or UTC + 1 (no summer or daylight
savings time observed); local times vary between UTC + 12 to UTC – 11

Internet TLD(s):

The UMMOA uses ummoa.global, ummoa.international, and ummoa.country,
as well as several others listed at ummoa.domains; the full .gv, .ugv, .ummoa,
.amomu, .island, .islands, .state, .atoll, .banq, .reef, and the partial .tf and .aq
TLDs have also been used in the past through the UMMOA's alternative root;
the UMMOA no longer actively uses, or identifies with, the .um deleted TLD in
either the global root, or the UMMOA's alternative root

Nations part of
the Fifth World
Community:

Principado do Ilhéu da Pontinha, Sovereign Nations Oasis, The Tallini Family

Bilateral
Treaties/MOUs
established with:

Republic of Cabinda (Kabinda), CCLP Worldwide, Sovereign Order of St. John
of Jerusalem — Knights of Malta

Multilateral
Treaties entered
into:

DLCC Document Convention, Declaration of Washington, Anti-Antarctic Treaty
System, Space Debris Treaty, Multi-Oceanic Garbage Patch Treaty, Great
Pacific Garbage Patch Treaty, Cyberterra Treaty

Organisational
Memberships
(NGOs):

Nations Without States, The Multipurpose Inter-Parliamentary Union, CCLP
Worldwide, Foundation for Endangered Languages, Middlebury Institute

Recognitions
(OEAS/UNPO
members, IGOs,
government
agencies):

Republic of Cabinda (or Kabinda), Government of Southern Cameroons (or
Ambazonia/British Southern Cameroons), Organization of Emerging African
States, United States Patent and Trademark Office

Patron Saint:

The Patron Saint of Cyberterra is Saint René Descartes (13 December)
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Website:

http://ummoa.com

Wiki article:

http://fifthworld.wikia.com/wiki/United_Micronations_MultiOceanic_Archipelago

Multilingual
Toponyms:

English: United Micronations Multi-Oceanic Archipelago (UMMOA)
Italiano: Arcipelago Multioceanico delle Micronazioni Unite (AMOMU)
Française: Archipel Multi-Océanique des Micronations-Unies (AMOMU)
Русский: Мульти-океанический Архипелаг Объединенных Микронаций (UMMOA)
Deutsch: Vereinte Mikronationen Multiozeanischer Inselgruppe (UMMOA)
Português: Arquipélago Multioceânico das Micronações Unidas (AMOMU)
Español: Archipiélago Multioceánico de las Micronaciones Unidas (AMOMU)
Latina: Archipelagus Multioceanicis Micronationum Unitarum (AMOMU)
Interlingua: Archipelago Multioceanic del Micronationes Unite (AMOMU)
Napulitano: Arcipelago Multioceanico d"e Micronazzione Aunite (AMOMA)
 أرخبيل الدول المجهرية الوقيانية المتحدة:العربية

Contact:

HMRD Cesidio Tallini
UMMOA
11 Press Street
South Floral Park, NY 11001-3536
USA
Tel: +1 (516) 515-0592
Fax: +1 (516) 706-0080
Email: ummoagian@gmail.com
Web: http://ummoa.com
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UMMOA Claims Map

UMMOA Nationals Map
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T

he United Micronations Multi-Oceanic Archipelago (UMMOA) was founded by the Hon Most
Rev Dr Cesidio Tallini on 19 January 2008, although it is the by-product of much earlier and
less complex institutions. The UMMOA's 30 insular possessions have no indigenous
population, and an inhabitable area of about 7,695 square kilometres (2,971 square miles). The
UMMOA also claims an Antarctic area of about 432,000 square kilometres (166,796 square
miles), and an inhabited diaxenospitia (a kind of global village or burgh).
On 6 May 2008, the UMMOA gained both a territorial and virtual domain when Cesidian
Root (CRt) operators legally invaded United States name space, and in the most peaceful and
bloodless battle in world history they annexed the 11 insular possessions formerly known as the
United States Minor Outlying Islands (USMOI).
By the way, this story is no joke, nor was it treated as such, for on 22 July 2008, the UMMOA
even achieved a small measure of de jure status for itself when it became an archipelago
accredited and incorporated with the International States Parliament for Safety and Peace. The
US Department of the Interior has publicly declared that it disputes these territorial claims, but
since it claims they are “Tallini's claims”, the US Department of the Interior also appears to be
denying the existence of the UMMOA Nation or People, which is, in fact, a denial of reality, since
no single man or even family could ever have all this power intrinsically.
The City of Cyberterra (CT), a geographical point in the middle of the Adriatic Sea, and
located at the geo coordinates of 43°0'0” North and 15°0'0” East, is the Capital of the UMMOA,
and its UTC + 1 local time standard, also known as the Cyberterra Mean or Meridian Time (CMT)
standard, is used as the UMMOA's global time standard — no summer or daylight savings time is
observed with the CMT standard. Cyberterra, little more than a mathematical point in the middle
of the Adriatic Sea, occupies no real space through its claim, and thus the claim is fully legal
under International law, and this despite the material limitations imposed by the Montevideo
Convention. The City of Cyberterra is today the world's first authentic cybernetic realm or
κυβερνήτης (kyvernítis), and the basis for both the UMMOA's citizenship, and the UMMOA's global
citizenship claim. Cyberterra was originally founded as a purely virtual entity in September 2002,
but it wasn't until the concept of Cyberterra Mean Time (CMT) was introduced in August 2009
that Cyberterra began to morph into a Cesidian law jurisdiction, the episcopal see of the Cesidian
Church (CCh), and the Capital of the UMMOA.
On 20 August 2011, with a great suggestion of the Hon. Ilya Pakhomov, the UMMOA
decided to claim the following disappearing islands: New Moore Island (also claimed by India and
Bangladesh), Ghoramara Island (India), Lohachara Island (India), Bedford Island (India), Tebua
Tarawa (Kiribati), and Bikeman Banq (Kiribati).
On 11 September 2011, the UMMOA expanded its claims by claiming a piece of the African
continent: Geyser Reef (also claimed by France, Madagascar, and Comoros).
On 14 September 2011, the UMMOA as a State became an Associate Member of the
Organization of Emerging African States (OEAS), and this Geyser Reef claim was formally
recognised.
On 8 March 2012, a UMMOA member nation claimed a new Red Sea island. The island,
located in the Zubair Group, and unnamed until that day, was baptised “Aphrodite Island” by the
HMRD Cesidio Tallini, the Governor of the UMMOA, and claimed on behalf of all UMMOA nations.
On 5 May 2012, the Organization of Emerging African States (OEAS) recognised an
additional 10 allodial title UMMOA claims beyond the Geyser Reef claim: Aphrodite Island (a new
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Red Sea island which formed thorough a volcanic eruption, which took place between December
2011 and January 2012, and which was never claimed by any other State), Bassas da India,
Europa Island, Glorioso Islands, Juan de Nova Island, Tromelin Island, Amsterdam Island, Saint
Paul Island, Crozet Islands, and Kerguelen Islands. The OEAS also recognises these islands or
archipelagos as UMMOA protectorates: Mayotte and Chagos Archipelago. So two
intergovernmental organisations recognise the UMMOA's claims to 22 of the UMMOA's 30
insular claims, and the UMMOA is also recognised as the Protector, not Governor, of another 2
islands or archipelagos.
On 30 July 2014, the UMMOA declares Île Verte (Green Island) the 30th UMMOA insular
possession article.
In December 2012 the Governor of the UMMOA was made Ambassador at Large of
Antarctica and Unrepresented or Underrepresented Polities for The Multipurpose InterParliamentary Union (TMIPU), and was appointed Interim Deputy Minister of Information for the
Republic of Cabinda (Kabinda). The Governor of the UMMOA, besides fulfilling other roles, is still
the UMMOA's only accredited diplomatic agent, and has even acted as authentic Consul for a real
Native Antarctican.
On 21 February 2013, the Ryamecah Declaration of Indigenous Independence (ISBN:
1482510553) was published. This marks the beginning of the official existence of the Native
American Ryamecah (RY) Confederation — the Ryamecah started less officially on 18 January
2013.
On 26 February 2013, the International Criminal Court (ICC) responded to a UMMOA
complaint as it would to any other subject of International law.
On 15 April 2013, a Saint René Descartes University (StRDU) prize recommendation was
welcomed by the Norwegian Nobel Committee, and he was made one of the 259 Candidates for
the 2013 Nobel Peace Prize.
On 22 July 2013, the Quinquennial Anniversary of the juridical establishment of the
UMMOA was celebrated; a Special Mass of celebration was offered for all.
On 3 September 2013, the Hernici (8ED) Tribe was formally registered with the
Paradiplomatic Affairs (PDA) organisation. This marks the beginning of the official existence of
the aboriginal European Hernici Tribe — the Hernici started less officially on 10 August 2013.
On 28 September 2013, the UMMOA officially started its first Census. Because of this
effort, we now know that the UMMOA has 68 nationals (as of 5 November 2013), and the English
language, and at least another six languages, are actively used in the UMMOA on a daily basis.
The first UMMOA Census has also produced an official definition for indigenous in the UMMOA,
since it means you are part of the Archimedes [part of the Ryamecah] and/or Hernici tribes, the
two UMMOA government approved tribes.

The UMMOA Today
The UMMOA today is a territorial Nation and State, and community of Nations and States
enjoying a degree of international recognition not comparable to a UN Member State, but not
insignificant.
The UMMOA is recognised by, and affiliated with, IGOs and NGOs such as
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1. the Organization of Emerging African States (IGO of emerging African Nations and
States);
2. Nations Without States (a pressure group of the UK National Liberal Party which
highlights the plight of peoples who aspire to nationhood);
3. The Multipurpose Inter-Parliamentary Union (IGO concentrating in conflict
prevention, reconciliation and peace-building, and sustainable development in rural
areas); and
4. Chamber of Computer Logistics People Worldwide (an India-based NGO which has
Special Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council).
The UMMOA is also recognised by the Republic of Cabinda (or Kabinda), a de facto State
which the UMMOA considers a de jure State, and is recognised by the Government of Southern
Cameroons (or Ambazonia/British Southern Cameroons). The UMMOA also has real and bilateral
relations with de facto States such as Sovereign Nations Oasis, the Principado Ilhéu da Pontinha,
and New Guinea.
The UMMOA manages its own small university, which has managed to supply one of the
259 Candidates for the Nobel Peace Prize this year; a multidisciplinary professional,
paradiplomatic, and alternative standards agency; a government news agency, independent
media outlet, and limited-purpose newswire service; a church; and these organisations also enjoy
external recognition as the UMMOA itself.
The UMMOA also runs its own global Internet just like the United States, and the United
States even publicly disputes its 11 insular Pacific Ocean and Caribbean Sea claims.
Not only is the UMMOA a Nation or People, but is actually composed of tribes indigenous or
aboriginal to two continents, not one. The UMMOA is also building the Fifth World Community
(5WC), a Google-registered diaxenospitia (neologism for a globally-distributed village or burgh),
which already incorporates the real properties of three micronations on two continents.
The UMMOA has four major national missions. The UMMOA now exists:
1. to preserve human rights (Nation and State function);
2. to physically preserve human beings and their progeny (religious and salvific
function);
3. to preserve the Earth as a perfect environment for human beings to grow in
harmony with the natural environment (environmental and ecological function);
4. to preserve as much linguistic diversity as is practical, culturally desirable, and
economically feasible (linguistic and culture preserving function).
Unlike other governments, the UMMOA does not treat the private wealth of its individual
nationals as collective or national wealth, as it finds nothing legitimate with this imperialistic and
parasitical practice. UMMOA nationals or Ummoagians have a nationalised wealth worth a
current market value of 200 US dollars (134.54 Euro) — figures as of 16 September 2014.

Ummoagian Research
The UMMOA is deeply involved with what is probably the world's most advanced political
science, Cesidian political science, and this field has also lead to the verification of some space
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science notions with potential applications in the permanent colonisation of space.
In June 2011 an indoor/outdoor solar-powered aquaponics self-sufficiency project was
funded at least in part with UMMOA funds, and while the project has not produced any new
hoped for developments in the field of microlending, it has produced a working Fifth World
aquaponics system in September 2011.
The UMMOA has founded an alternative Internet, the Cesidian Root, which continues to
develop, and is participating in financial and legal applications which have already lead to
innovative, natural resource future contingent licences (FCLs) in Africa, and with these, new
economic potential for emerging States enjoying little or no de jure status.
The UMMOA is also involved in the developing field of Cesidian law; in analytic theology; in
advanced eschological and scriptural interpretation; in advanced calendric science; in distributed
demographics; and in micropatrological history.
However, new discoveries are also happening in the field of archaeology, and right in an
area of the world — off the coast of Madeira — where the UMMOA is also making new concurrent
developments in applied geographic science.
It should also be noted that besides a 2013 Nobel Peace Prize Candidate, one Ummoagian
is also the actual Winner of an international superprize. On 25 June 2013, during a formal
reception in London, Louis Pouzin was awarded one of the first trophies of the Queen Elizabeth
Prize for Engineering from Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II herself!

Ummoagian Culture
The UMMOA's population today is largely anglophile, with significant minorities of Italian,
French, and German speakers, who are usually not speakers of the minority languages only. Any
article available in both English and Italian could be read by any current UMMOA national without
a problem. However, the UMMOA Governor sometimes deliberately funds translations of articles
also into French and Russian, sometimes into other languages, in order to encourage greater
linguistic diversity, but also to encourage intranational economic transactions providing
economic opportunities to good domestic bilingual translators. Ummoagians are thus openminded from a linguistic point of view, and the culture itself encourages linguistic tolerance,
while in other countries only a sham ethnic or racial tolerance exists, which is actually the byproduct of past colonial exploitation, and the exploitation of people continues even to this day
despite the nominal abolition of slavery and racial discrimination, since real minorities are still
being exploited and ill-treated through corporate and government linguistic, employment,
legalistic and fiscal practises.
The UMMOA's population is entirely distributed over the northern hemisphere of the planet,
and is very technologically sophisticated. This is due only in part because the scattered nature of
the UMMOA encourages the full use of the Internet, but also because the UMMOA itself
maintains its own alternative Internet, the Cesidian Root! Moreover, part of the novel Cesidian
law the UMMOA follows is a legal concept called jus cerebri electronici, Latin for "right of the
server", and thus technological freedom is embedded in the UMMOA psyche in a very special
way, while the legal concept called jus cerebri humani, Latin for "right of the human brain",
boosts creativity and application creation, and the related rights of innovators.
Demographically, one can state that the majority of Ummoagians live in the Fifth World
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Community (5WC), a trait which does not really make them very “urban”, only very
diaxenospitian — which means they are genuinely cosmopolitan, unlike most urban dwellers.
Diaxenospitians also appreciate freedom more, for themselves and their peers, and are more
environmentally-friendly than most urban dwellers. Unlike in “civilised” villages, towns and cities,
unlike in most “advanced” countries, in the tribalised UMMOA many people practice various
forms of natural or traditional medicine in their dwellings without any legal restriction, just as
they did after Henry VIII introduced the Herbalists' Charter. Part of the novel Cesidian law the
UMMOA follows is a legal concept called jus humanae salutis, Latin for "right of human health (or
salvation)", and jus humanae salutis doesn't apply solely to human health, but also to spiritual or
religious matters, causing an exponential increase in natural health and spiritual and religious
freedom as a result.
Ummoagians are also glued together, and further emancipated by the influence of the
Cesidian calendar, a 14-month calendar with varied pedagogical applications; which doesn't have
a Columbus Day, but an actual month of Columbus; which has a day in place of Columbus Day
celebrating all nations and peoples, not just Native American ones, the “Feast of Nations”; which
doesn't have a Mother's Day, but a whole 13 th month of Montessori, devoted entirely to Maria
Montessori (1870–1952), and the creative female gender!
The UMMOA also uses the Swatch-inspired Internet Time in a novel way with the CMT
standard, and the CMT format, and this allows for a more relaxed pace of time not to the second,
or even to the minute, but to the beat — which is equal to 86.4 seconds, or 1 minute and 26.4
seconds, and there are no smaller intervals of time to be obsessed about than the beat in the
CMT format!
On 27 December 2013, the UMMOA Collective Membership Mark [UMMOA™] application
was filed by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), and was assigned serial
number '86153190'. On 26 August 2014, the UMMOA Trademark became the UMMOA®
Registered Trademark '4592162'. UMMOA® is thus a registered trademark of Cesidio Tallini.
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◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊

Nota Bene
The version of this document was last edited on 24 September 2014 (J:07K2014), and is
an official or authorised government version. You may get other copies of this version, or a more
up-to-date version of this document via postal mail or email from:
HMRD Cesidio Tallini
UMMOA
11 Press Street
South Floral Park, NY 11001-3536
USA
Email: ummoa@gmx.com
◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊◊
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